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Abstract: Identification and classification of protein families are one of the most significant problem in bioinformatics
and protein studies. It is essential to specify the family of a protein since proteins are highly used in smart drug therapies,
protein functions, and, in some cases, phylogenetic trees. Some sequencing techniques provide researchers to identify
the biological similarities of protein families and functions. Yet, determining these families with sequencing applications
requires huge amount of time. Thus, a computer and artificial intelligence based classification system is needed to save
time and avoid complexity in protein classification process. In order to designate the protein families with computer-
aided systems, protein sequences need to be converted to the numerical representations. In this paper, we provide a novel
protein mapping method based on Fibonacci numbers and hashing table (FIBHASH). Each amino acid code is assigned
to the Fibonacci numbers based on integer representations respectively. Later, these amino acid codes are inserted a
hashing table with the size of 20 to be classified with recurrent neural networks. To determine the performance of the
proposed mapping method, we used accuracy, f1-score, recall, precision, and AUC evaluation criteria. In addition, the
results of evaluation metrics with other protein mapping techniques including EIIP, hydrophobicity, CPNR, Atchley
factors, BLOSUM62, PAM250, binary one-hot encoding, and randomly encoded representations are compared. The
proposed method showed a promising result with an accuracy of 92.77%, and 0.98 AUC score.
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1. Introduction
Specification of protein residues to distinguish the protein families is an important research area for the
bioinformatics studies like bio-molecular recognition, bioinformatics, smart drug therapy, etc. During the
specification process, protein families are defined as a group, which share the similar functions. Protein family
includes number of proteins, which displays the analogue structures. However, determining a protein family
based on the structural information is one of the main problems in bioinformatics studies since it is difficult
to obtain uncharacterized proteins [1, 2]. Deprivation of knowledge of functions about protein sequences based
on structure information led to the researches to study primary sequences of proteins to identify the protein
families [3–5]. Also, using a 3D structure of protein to determine the protein functions is onerous, not time
efficient, and requires some complex methods like X-ray and NMR spectroscopy [6]. This caused the studies
only use primary sequences of the proteins. Feature engineering is needed to analyze the primary sequences
of proteins to obtain continuous and discrete features. After feature engineering, deep learning and machine
∗Correspondence: talhaburakalakus@klu.edu.tr
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learning algorithms can be applied to the extracted features to perform protein family classification. Yet, in
order to apply these methods, sequences are needed to be converted to numerical representations since there is
no such a method to perform artificial intelligence with raw protein sequences [7, 8].

In the literature, there are limited methods for converting protein sequences into numbers. In gen-
eral, BLOSUM62 (BLOcks SUbstitution Matrix), PAM25 (point accepted mutation), hydrophobicity, EIIP
(electron-ion interaction potential) are applied and the performance of family classification is highly dependent
on the conversion method [7, 9]. Recently, deep learning models are actively used in bioinformatics studies and
show promising results. CNNs (convolutional neural networks) are generally applied for image classification yet
it has also been used for processing sequence data, such as protein function classification [10], protein family
identification [11], and RNA/DNA binding sites [12]. Yet, recent studies indicate that recurrent neural networks
work better than CNNs and have better deep learning in classifying time series [13–15]. Compared to the CNNs,
recurrent neural networks may possibly improve the performance of classification of protein families by forgeting
gate structure, remembering past and future information, and having a good prediction performance in given
time lags of unknown duration. Motivated by this fact and the limitation of protein conversion methods, we
propose a novel protein mapping method for protein family classification based on recurrent neural networks. In
this paper, we apply recurrent neural networks based architecture on primary protein sequences to discriminate
protein families. Firstly, each amino acid was converted to numerical representations with CPNR (complex
prime number representation), EIIP, hydrophobicity, binary one-hot, Atchley factors, PAM250, BLOSUM62,
randomly encoded by FIBHASH (the proposed conversion method) and were represented as a vector. Later,
we fed these mapped protein sequences as an input for both recurrent neural networks. In conclusion, we com-
pared the accuracy, recall, f1-score, precision, and AUC scores of the proposed conversion method with various
mapped methods to determine the performance of the proposed method. Main contributions of this paper can
be summarized as follows: We propose a novel protein mapping method to encode amino acid sequences to
the numerical representations, and we only apply the primary amino acid sequences for prediction of protein
families.

The rest of the part of this paper are organized as follows. In Section 2, we discuss the related works
about protein family classification studies. Section 3 provides the data used in this work and background details
of deep learning architecture of recurrent neural networks. Conversion of amino acid sequences to the numbers
with the proposed method is also provided in this section. Section 4, depicts the application results of the
paper. In Section 5, we discuss the results and provide potential usage areas of the proposed method.

2. Related work
In this section, we provide various studies about protein family classification with deep learning models. We
apply deep learning in this paper rather than machine learning since machine learning methods require obtaining
features manually, makes the process more complicated and they are not time-efficient. Thus, we perform deep
learning and only focus on the deep learning models in this section. In the study of [16], authors provided
deep learning models for protein family classification. In the study, four different deep learning approaches
were applied and cross-validation scores were evaluated. Protein sequences were converted to the numerical
representations with n-gram and Keras embedding methods. Data were collected from Swiss-Prot database and
a total of 84,753 protein sequences were used. Authors applied DNN (deep neural network), RNN (recurrent
neural network), LSTM (long-short term memory), and CNN (convolutional neural network). Best classification
accuracy was observed from LSTM Keras embedding with 91.24%. Authors in [17] proposed neural networks to
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classify the protein families. Data were collected from UniProt database and totally 550,960 protein sequences
were analyzed from 10,345 different protein families. Sequences were encoded to the numbers with GloVe (global
vector) representations. In the study, GRU (gated recurrent neural networks), LSTM, biLSTM (Bidirectional
LSTM), and CNN were applied. The performance of the neural networks was determined with F1 score and
the best score was obtained from GRU with 94.84%. Also, in the study, authors applied one of the machine
learning SVM (support vector machine) and compared the results with deep learning models. All of the deep
learning models outnumbered the SVM. It showed that using a deep learning model is more effective than
machine learning model. In the study of [6], authors applied RNN, LSTM, and GRU deep learning models
to classify the protein families. Authors considered primary protein sequences and protein family information
about 40,433 proteins was gathered from Swiss-Prot database with 30 different protein families. Like in the
study of [16], protein sequences were converted to the numbers with n-gram and Keras embedding methods.
Best performance was obtained from LSTM deep learning model with 78.4% accuracy. In addition to these,
deep learning modes were compared with some of the machine learning algorithms such as Naive Bayes, kNN
(k Nearest Neighbor), decision tree, SVM, and logistic regression. The overall performance of deep learning
models was better than the traditional machine learning models. Authors in [18] provided the GCN (Graph
Convolutional Network) to classify the protein families. In the study, data were obtained from HPRD (Human
Protein Interaction Dataset) and totally 22,725 protein sequences were considered. They applied only GCN
however they changed the layer of GCN to find the best classification performance with different number of
samples. The performance of the proposed method was evaluated with accuracy score and the best result was
collected from 2-layer GCN with 74.33% accuracy. Also, the classification performance was observed with t-SNE
(t-Distributed Stochastic Neighbor Embedding) visualization method. In the study of [19], authors developed
a protein family classification model based on second-order RNNs. In the aforementioned paper, data were
obtained from Swiss-Prot database and totally 873 globin sequences were aforehanded. Authors applied second
order RNN with 3 different number of epochs to determine the best classification result. Performance was
determined with specificity, sensitivity, and accuracy and the best results were obtained from number of 33
epochs with 95.2% accuracy.

3. Data and methods
3.1. Protein data
We obtained protein family information of about 97,576 protein sequences in UniProt database, which consists
of 60 different families. It is a freely accessible database, which includes protein sequences and their functional
information. The data set consists of proteins from many bioinformatics projects including a large amount of
information about the biological functions of proteins and their interactions and families. We only used the
reviewed protein sequences in this work. Table 1 specifies the protein families and their number of sequences.

3.2. Protein encoding modules

Firstly, in this study, we need to encode protein sequences to numerical representations. To do that, 9 different
protein mapping methods are applied. These methods can be defined as follows:

• CPNR: This encoding method was developed by the authors in [20] to determine the protein function
comparison. In this method, amino acid codes were divided into the number of codons and each amino
acid code was assigned to a prime number. Amino acids and their prime number representations can be
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Table 1. Protein families used in this work.

Protein family No. of
seqs.

Protein family No. of
seqs.

Class-II aminoacyl-tRNA synthetase 7335 Universal ribosomal protein uS3 993
ABC transporter 5707 Krueppel C2H2-type zinc-finger protein 990
Class-I aminoacyl-tRNA synthetase 5656 LDH 981
G-protein coupled receptor 1 5245 MDH 981
Class I-like SAM-binding methyltransferase 4572 mitochondrial release factor 960
Protein kinase 4480 Enolase 915
TRAFAC class translation factor GTPase 4179 Universal ribosomal protein uL1 900
radical sam 2480 TRAFAC class OBG-HflX-like GTPase 889
Prokaryotic 2408 FKBP-type PPIase 888
TrmE-Era-EngA-EngB-Septin-like GTPase 2293 MnmG 888
Cytochrome b 2242 NAD-dependent DNA ligase 876
Major facilitator 2191 Universal ribosomal protein uL3 867
Cyclohydrolase 2190 Universal ribosomal protein uL4 848
Metallo-dependent hydrolases 1859 DNA mismatch repair MutS 843
Transferase hexapeptide Repeat 1772 Tetrahydrofolate dehydrogenase 842
Cytochrome P450 1500 SHMT 836
DEAD box helicase 1460 RecA 833
MurCDEF family 1405 Adenylosuccinate synthetase 829
Heat shock protein 70 1378 Tetrahydrofolate dehydrogenasecyclohydrolase 828
EPSP synthase 1218 EF-Ts 826
AB hydrolase 1206 SecA 818
Universal ribosomal protein uS4 1150 RNA polymerase alpha chain 802
GHMP kinase 1143 IPP transferase 801
Chaperonin (HSP60) 1125 Glycosyltransferase 28 787
Universal ribosomal protein uS2 1094 Polyribonucleotide nucleotidyltransferase 783
Class-III pyridoxal-phosphate-dependent 1081 Fmt 765
reductases (SDR) 1070 RuvB 760
Short-chain dehydrogenases 1070 ATCase 705
Universal ribosomal protein uL2 1055 methyltransferase superfamily 519
Methylthiotransferase 1053 OTCase 406

found in [20]. Let’s define protein sequence S(n) = [MAKQDY Y ] . The numerical representation of this
sequences with CPNR is calculated as [1 37 67 29 59 5 5 ] .

• EIIP: This method was proposed to predict protein-protein and protein-DNA interactions [21]. The
method converted the genomic sequences into the signals and these converted signals were converted
again to obtain power spectrum with Fourier transform. Power spectrum values were assigned to each
amino acids. In [21], researchers can see the EIIP representation of each amino acid. For instance,
S(n) = [MAKQDY Y ] represents the protein sequence. The numerical representation of this sequence is
calculated as [0.0823 0.0373 0.0371 0.0761 0.1263 0.0516 0.0516 ] .

• Hydrophobicity: This method was developed based on the hydrophilic and hydrophobic tendencies of
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polypeptide chains in protein sequences [22]. It is generally used in protein-protein interaction and protein
function classification studies. Hydrophobicity values of each amino acid codes can be seen in [22]. Let’s
define protein sequence S(n) = [MAKQDY Y ] . The numerical representation of this sequences with
hydrophobicity is calculated as [1.9 1.8 −3.9 −3.5 −3.5 −1.3 −1.3 ] .

• Atchley Factors: This encoding method was developed by the authors in [23] to resolve the protein
sequence metric problem. It was derived from the large and interpretable components of protein variation
and reflects the physiochemical properties of amino acid sequences. Atchley factor values of each amino
acid codes were provided in [23]. Let’s define protein sequence S(n) = [MAKQDY Y ] . The numerical
representation of this sequence with Atchley factors is calculated as [−0.663 −0.591 1.831 0.931 1.050

0.260 0.260 ] .

• PAM250: This matrix was developed to score aligned protein sequences to designate the similarity
between those sequences [24]. The numbers were assigned to each amino acid code by determining the
PAM (accepted point mutations). Researchers can obtain PAM250 scores of each amino acid code in [24].
Let’s define protein sequence as S(n) = [MAKQDY Y ] . The numerical representation of this sequence
with PAM250 is calculated as [6 2 5 4 4 10 10 ] .

• BLOSUM62: This method was derived from protein blocks to determine the measure of the protein
sequences similarity [25]. The values found in BLOSUM62 were obtained by subtracting the values in
the PAM160 matrix and the scores can be obtained in the study [25]. Let’s define protein sequence
S(n) = [MAKQDY Y ] . The numerical representation of this sequences with BLOSUM62 is calculated as
[5 4 5 5 6 7 7 ] .

• Binary one-hot encoding: In this conversion method, each amino acid is specified by a twenty
dimensional binary vector. Twenty amino acids are sorted in an alphabetical order, and the ith amino
acid is designated with by twenty bits. For instance, [A, C, D, E, F, G, H, I, K, L, M, N, P, Q, R, S, T,
V, W, Y] represent the amino acids. The binary one-hot value for D is 00100000000000000000, for F is
00001000000000000000. Let’s define protein sequence as S(n) = [ACD] . The numerical representation
of these sequences with binary one-hot is calculated as [1000000000000000000 01000000000000000000

00100000000000000000 ] .

• Randomly encoded method: In this conversion method, we generated random numbers between 1,
and 100 and assigned them to each amino acid code. Table 2 shows the random encoding scores for each
amino in this study. Let’s define protein sequence S(n) = [MAKQDY Y ] . The numerical representation
of this sequences with randomly encoded method is calculated as [69 79 96 40 30 50 50 ] .

3.3. The proposed FIBHASH method
In this paper, we propose a novel protein mapping method called FIBHASH. In this method, we apply both
Fibonacci numbers and hashing table. Fibonacci numbers are a sequence in which each term is the sum of
two numbers preceding it. It can be represented as F (n) = Fn−1 + Fn−2 , where F1 = 1 , and F2 = 1 for
all n > 3 . In the representation, n specifies the nth Fibonacci number. In the nature, Fibonacci sequences
can be observed clearly. We can observe the Fibonacci numbers in flowers, organs of human body, physics,
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Table 2. Amino acid encoding table with randomly encoded representation.

Amino acids Abbreviation Quantization Amino acids Abbreviation Quantization
Methionine M 69 Glutamine Q 40
Tryptophan W 78 Serine S 88
Phenylalanine F 32 Alanine A 79
Tyrosine Y 50 Asparagine N 66
Proline P 13 Glycine G 54
Cysteine C 70 Arginine R 42
Threonine T 37 Isoleucine I 96
Histidine H 1 Aspartic D 30
Valine V 74 Glutamic E 58
Leucine L 46 Lysine K 96

etc. [26]. Fibonacci numbers are so common in nature, so we can find this similarity in microcosmos of life,
in proteins. If we evaluate the life forms in nature, some of them is admissible to be compared with the
sequence but it is not widely accepted in biology. Some supporters of golden ratio and its relation to Fibonacci
sequence, makes remodeling of organisms’ structures flawlessly fit to it. On other hands, Fibonacci numbers is a
mathematical model in science, describing or identifying something in life with a collection of ordered numbers
in an accurate way. In addition to these, it was demonstrated that the human genome includes fractal behavior,
which indicates Fibonacci series and the golden proportion [27]. In the study of [28], author provided that the
gene-coding regions of DNA sequences were highly related to the Fibonacci numbers. Further, in one study
[29], an evidence was presented that the Fibonacci numbers map codons to amino acids. In the study of [30],
author provided the Fibonacci sequences to determine the genetic code of amino acid sequences. Firstly, protein
sequences were sorted by their atomic numbers including carbon, nitrogen, oxygen, and sulfur. Later, protein
sequences were mapped with Fibonacci chain based on two elements: S (small), and L (large) atoms. In the
study, Fibonacci sequences were started from zero as in this study. Inspired by these works, and observations,
we apply Fibonacci numbers to map protein sequences as numerical representations. Proteins are the essential
molecules, because they perform various of functions to sustain life. They are responsible for transportation
of molecules from one cell to other cells, DNA replication, acceleration of metabolic reactions, and many other
important functions. There are 20 amino acids, which are accepted, reviewed, and used in studies, thus we
calculate Fibonacci numbers from 1 to 20. After calculation, we assign each Fibonacci number to each amino
acid in alphabetical order. Table 3, shows the Fibonacci representations of each amino acid.

Because of the size of the decimal places of Fibonacci numbers after the 12th index, we map these
representations to the hash table. When we apply the Fibonacci numbers without using hash table, the
calculation process is complex and it is not time-efficient. Thus, it is needed to map these Fibonacci numbers
on a hash table. Hash table is a data structure and it stores the data in a correlated manner. In a hash table,
data is stored in an array format, where each data has its own unique index value. Accession of the data is very
fast since the insertion and search operations are quick irrespective of the size of the data [31, 32]. Values are
added to the hash table with a hashing technique. This technique converts the range of key values to the range
of indexes of an array by using modulo operator. Consider an example of hash table of size 5, and these values
(15, 3, 16, 32, 4) are to be stored. The calculation is given in Table 4.
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Table 3. Amino acid encoding table with Fibonacci numbers representation.

Amino acids Abbreviation Quantization Amino acids Abbreviation Quantization
Methionine M 89 Glutamine Q 377
Tryptophan W 4181 Serine S 987
Phenylalanine F 5 Alanine A 1
Tyrosine Y 6765 Asparagine N 144
Proline P 233 Glycine G 8
Cysteine C 1 Arginine R 600
Threonine T 1597 Isoleucine I 21
Histidine H 13 Aspartic D 2
Valine V 2584 Glutamic E 3
Leucine L 55 Lysine K 34

Table 4. Example of a hashing operation.

Value Hash Index
15 15 % 5 0
3 3 % 5 3
16 16 % 5 1
32 32 % 5 2
4 4 % 5 4

However, in some cases, values are needed to be stored in the same index. This is called collision. To
solve the collisions, many methods were proposed such as linear probing, quadratic probing, double hashing
[31]. In linear probing, next empty location in the array is searched by looking into the next cell until an empty
cell is found. In the proposed conversion method, collision is occurred and to solve the collusion, we performed
linear probing. We developed a hash table of size 20 (because of the number of amino acids), and inserted the
mapped amino acids into this hash table. Collisions are solved by linear probing and index values are considered
to encode the amino acid sequences. Table 5 infers the FIBHASH encoding results of amino acids. Let’s define
protein sequence S(n) = [MAKQDY Y ] . The numerical representation of this sequences with FIBHASH is
calculated as [9 1 14 17 2 19 19 ] . After the encoding processes, we classified the protein families by applying
RNN, LSTM, BRNN (Bidirectional RNN), and BLSTM (Bidirectional LSTM).

3.4. Deep learning models

In this paper, we use four deep learning models: RNN, LSTM, BRNN, and BLSTM. RNN is a deep learning
algorithm and takes time series as an input to perform classification and prediction. RNN is a kind of feed-
forward neural network, which has an internal memory. In general, it applies the similar functions for every
types of input, while the output depends on the past calculation. After the calculation process, it is sent back to
the recurrent network. The detailed information about RNN can be found in [33]. LSTM is a modified version
of RNN. In RNN, there is a vanishing gradient problem. The main reason of developing LSTM networks is to
resolve this issue. It is effective in classification and prediction of time series [33, 34]. Simply put, BRNN was
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Table 5. Amino acid encoding table with the proposed FIBHASH method.

Amino acids Abbreviation Quantization Hash Collision (if any) Index
Alanine A 1 1 % 20 - 1
Cysteine C 1 1 % 20 +1 2
Aspartic D 2 2 % 20 +1 3
Glutamic E 3 3 % 20 +1 4
Phenylalanine F 5 5 % 20 - 5
Glycine G 8 8 % 20 - 8
Histidine H 13 13 % 20 - 13
Isoleucine I 21 21 % 20 +5 6
Lysine K 34 34 % 20 - 14
Leucine L 55 55 % 20 - 15
Methionine M 89 89 % 20 - 9
Asparagine N 144 144 % 20 +3 7
Proline P 233 233 % 20 +3 16
Glutamine Q 377 377 % 20 - 17
Arginine R 600 600 % 20 - 0
Serine S 987 987 % 20 +3 10
Threonine T 1597 1597 % 20 +1 18
Valine V 2584 2584 % 20 +7 11
Tryptophan W 4181 4181 % 20 +11 12
Tyrosine Y 6765 6765 % 20 +14 19

developed by combining two RNN structures. In BRNN, the input sequence is given in its normal order for one
network, and in reverse time order for another network. Generally, the output of the two networks is combined
by summation [35]. BLSTM networks are the extension of LSTMs, which can improve the model performance
on sequence classification problems [36–38]. In this paper, we both used RNN, LSTM, BRNN, and BLSTM
to classify the protein families. We compared the performance of all protein mapping methods regarding the
classification process. To evaluate the success of the deep learning models, we calculated the accuracy, precision,
recall, f1-scores, and AUC scores of each protein mapping method for each recurrent neural networks. Workflow
of the proposed method is given Figure 1.

4. Application results

In this section, we provide the application results of each classifiers. The evaluation criteria of all recurrent
neural networks were defined as accuracy, precision, recall, f1-score, and AUC scores. The calculation formula
of these metrics can be seen in [32, 39, 40]. Classification of protein families was performed with four different
application scenarios. In the first scenario, we applied RNN; in the second we carried out LSTM; in the third
scenario, we considered BRNN; and in the last scenario, we implemented BLSTM.
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Figure 1. Workflow of the classification process.

4.1. The performance comparison by using the RNN
In the first scenario, we performed RNN to classify the protein families. In the application, we set the ratio of
the training data set and testing dataset as 80%, and 20%, respectively. The parameters of the developed RNN
model were determined with trial and error approach with number of 200 epochs and can be summarized as
follows:

• In input layer, encoded protein sequences in the size of 97,576 × 1 were applied.

• In the RNN layer, we applied number of 256 RNN units with ReLU activation function.

• Later, fully connected layers of 1024 and 512 neurons were used, respectively.

• In the last layer, Softmax function was applied and classification was performed.

• In order to determine the loss of the model, categorical crossentropy was calculated. As an optimizer,
Adam optimizer with default parameters was considered.

The evaluation results of RNN classifier for both protein encoding modules are given in Table 6. According
to results given in the Table 6, both protein encoding modules did not perform well for the protein families’
classification. Yet the best accuracy, and AUC scores were obtained from the proposed FIBHASH method
with 0.57, and 0.67, respectively. The AUC score of 1.00 means that the method is effective to identify the
protein families. In bioinformatics and medical studies, AUC score is really important [41–43]. If the AUC
score of a classifier is greater than 70%, that classifier is considered fair [44]. In this case, the RNN classifier
did not perform well with the methods and parameters mentioned. This performance of the RNN classifier is
not surprising, since it suffers greatly from vanishing gradients.

4.2. The performance comparison by using the LSTM
In the second scenario, we developed LSTM to classify the protein families. As in RNN application, in this
scenario, training and test data were determined as 80%, and 20%, respectively. All of the parameters of LSTM
model were determined with trial and error approach with the number of 200 epochs and can be stated as
follows:

• In input layer, with the size of 97,576 x 1 encoded protein sequences were applied.

• In the LSTM layer, we applied number of 256 LSTM units with ReLU activation function.
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Table 6. Evaluation results of RNN classification for both protein encoding modules.

Encoding module Accuracy F1-Score Precision Recall AUC
Atchley factors 0.5515 0.4020 0.6970 0.2825 0.65
Binary One-hot encoding 0.5519 0.4610 0.6809 0.3153 0.64
BLOSUM62 0.4602 0.1998 0.5527 0.1220 53
CPNR 0.4976 0.3762 0.6175 0.2706 0.61
EIIP 0.3446 0.2108 0.2523 0.1811 0.52
Hydrophobicity 0.4897 0.3789 0.5779 0.2819 0.58
PAM250 0.5055 0.4474 0.3797 0.5446 0.55
Randomly encoded 0.4600 0.4166 0.5252 0.3453 0.52
The proposed method (FIBHASH) 0.5700 0.4438 0.6536 0.3360 0.67

• Later, fully connected layers of 1024, and 512 neurons were used, respectively.

• In the last layer Softmax function was applied and classification was performed.

• In order to determine the loss of the model, categorical crossentropy was calculated. As an optimizer,
Adam optimizer with default parameters was considered.

The evaluation results of LSTM classifier for both protein encoding modules are given in Table 7.

Table 7. Evaluation results of LSTM classification for both protein encoding modules.

Encoding module Accuracy F1-Score Precision Recall AUC
Atchley factors 0.6454 0.6033 0.6572 0.5576 0.68
Binary One-hot encoding 0.6005 0.5354 0.6685 0.4466 0.74
BLOSUM62 0.6692 0.6040 0.7077 0.5269 0.77
CPNR 0.7393 0.7165 0.7884 0.6567 0.86
EIIP 0.5116 0.4392 0.5992 0.3467 0.70
Hydrophobicity 0.4253 0.6399 0.6874 0.5987 0.50
PAM250 0.6454 0.5979 0.6883 0.5285 0.73
Randomly encoded 0.5963 0.6863 0.6966 0.6764 0.71
The proposed method (FIBHASH) 0.6947 0.6785 0.7455 0.6227 0.83

As can be seen from Table 7, the results of the LSTM model are better than the RNN model. Almost all
AUC values of all methods were above 70%. Only the proposed method and CPNR’s AUC scores were higher
than 80%. This shows that these methods are successful in the classification process since the AUC scores lies
between 70%–80%. In addition, it has been observed that the proposed method is at least as effective as others,
and even produced better results than some various other methods.

4.3. The performance comparison by using the BRNN

In the third scenario, we developed BRNN to discriminate the protein families. In this scenario, as in other
previous scenarios, the data were split according to the 80-20 train-test split approach. In addition, the
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parameters of the BRNN model were considered with trial and error approach with the number of 200 epochs,
and can be summarized as follows:

• In input layer, with the size of 97,576 x 1 encoded protein sequences were applied.

• In the bidirectional layer, the number of 256 RNN units with ReLU activation function were provided.

• In the second bidirectional layer, like in first bidirectional layer, the number of 256 RNN units were applied.

• Then, flatten, batch normalization, and dropout (0.25) operations were done, respectively.

• Later, fully connected layers of 1024, and 512 neurons were used, respectively.

• In the last layer Softmax function was applied and classification was performed.

• In order to determine the loss of the model, categorical crossentropy was calculated. As an optimizer,
Adam optimizer with default parameters was considered.

The evaluation results of BRNN classifier for both protein encoding modules are given in Table 8.

Table 8. Evaluation results of BRNN classification for both protein encoding modules.

Encoding module Accuracy F1-Score Precision Recall AUC
Atchley factors 0.7959 0.8031 0.8229 0.7844 0.85
Binary One-hot encoding 0.6419 0.6377 0.6945 0.5895 0.73
BLOSUM62 0.7197 0.7065 0.7892 0.6395 0.81
CPNR 0.7905 0.7753 0.8339 0.7245 0.83
EIIP 0.7388 0.7298 0.7902 0.6781 0.74
Hydrophobicity 0.7954 0.7853 0.8282 0.7467 0.88
PAM250 0.7403 0.7274 0.7745 0.6858 0.79
Randomly encoded 0.6923 0.7035 0.7895 0.6345 0.72
The proposed method (FIBHASH) 0.7847 0.7917 0.8193 0.7660 0.90

According to the evaluation results in Table 8, all of the protein encoding method performed well and
had higher AUC scores than 70%. Yet only the proposed method has reached the excellent testing performance
with 0.90 AUC score. The proposed method, which has the fourth best classification accuracy, showed at least
as good classification performance as others. Although, LSTM results were good, we did not reach an effective
AUC values. Thus, we needed third and fourth alternative scenarios. In RNN and LSTM models, input values
were processed only based on the past information. This causes the information to be processed in a limited
way [35]. Yet, in BRNN and BLSTM, inputs are processed in both forward and reverse time order which allows
BRNN and BLSTM to look at future context as well [35, 36]. For these reasons, we thought that the BRNN
and BLSTM models would give better results, and we performed the classification using these methods in the
third and fourth scenarios.

4.4. The performance comparison by using the BLSTM
In the last scenario, we designed BLSTM to classify the protein families. In this scenario, the data were split
as training and testing data according to the 80-20 approach. All of the parameters of the BLSTM were
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determined with trial and error approach with the number of 200 epochs. The parameters of BLSTM model
can be expressed as follows:

• In input layer, with the size of 97,576 x 1 encoded protein sequences were applied.

• In the bidirectional layer, the number of 256 LSTM units with ReLU activation function were provided.

• In the second bidirectional layer, we provided the number of 256 LSTM units.

• Then, flatten, batch normalization, and dropout (0.25) operations were carried out, respectively.

• Later, fully connected layers of 1024 and 512 neurons were developed, respectively.

• In the last layer, Softmax function was applied and classification was achieved.

• In order to determine the loss of the model, categorical crossentropy was calculated. As an optimizer,
Adam optimizer with default parameters was considered.

In Figure 2, we provided the general architecture of BLSTM model.
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Figure 2. The architecture of the BLSTM model for protein family classification.

The evaluation results of BLSTM model for both protein encoding modules are given in Table 9.
According to Table 9, all of the AUC scores are higher than 0.80, which means that all of the protein

mapping method performed well with the BLSTM deep learning model. The proposed method provided the
best classification accuracy of 92.77%, and excellent AUC score of 0.98. According to these results, the best
classification process was performed with the proposed method. In compliance with the accuracy, and AUC
results obtained from 4 different deep learning models, it may be indicated that the proposed method is as
effective as the other methods. Since the best classification results obtained from the BLSTM, we provided the
AUC scores of each mapping methods with BLSTM in Figure 3.

When the results are examined, it can be said that some mapping methods are successful in the classi-
fication process. Yet, considering all the results, EIIP and hydrophobicity method are not successful enough.
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Table 9. Evaluation results of BLSTM classification for both protein encoding modules.

Encoding module Accuracy F1-Score Precision Recall AUC
Atchley factors 0.7823 0.7322 0.8879 0.6231 0.84
Binary One-hot encoding 0.8244 0.7782 0.9041 0.6832 0.85
BLOSUM62 0.8563 0.8233 0.9262 0.7410 0.96
CPNR 0.8850 0.8506 0.9423 0.7753 0.96
EIIP 0.7876 0.7555 0.8751 0.6648 0.86
Hydrophobicity 0.8232 0.7484 0.9622 0.6124 0.91
PAM250 0.8446 0.8331 0.9676 0.7315 0.90
Randomly encoded 0.8542 0.7989 0.8925 0.7232 0.90
The proposed method (FIBHASH) 0.9277 0.8831 0.9788 0.8046 0.98

The reason for this may be that these methods have become degenerated [20, 39], since different amino acids
can be mapped to same numbers (Q, and N in hydrophobicity, I, and L in EIIP). Further, the performance
of the random encoded method depends on the number generated. If other random numbers were assigned
to each code, the performance of random encoded method may be better or worse. The BLOSUM62 and
PAM250 matrices are mostly used for the alignment process in the literature [40]. Yet, in this work, proteins
were mapped with these methods, and in general, the results were better than some methods. The best results
have not been achieved, and the main reason may be that these methods, including Atchley factors are more
effective in prediction of secondary structure of proteins [9]. The performance of binary one-hot seems fair.
The main reason for this may be due to dimension of this method since too large dimensions may lead to poor
performance. If one-hot (6-bit) or binary 5-bit were used, the application results could be different.

5. Conclusion
In this paper, we constructed a novel protein encoding method to predict protein families with recurrent neural
networks, including RNN, LSTM, BRNN, and BLSTM. Compared to the other encoding methods, our approach
uses Fibonacci numbers and hash tables to address the index values of amino acid codes. Fibonacci numbers
can be found in nature as well as in human genomes. The human genome provides fractal behavior, which is
related to the Fibonacci numbers. Further, Fibonacci numbers can be observed to determine the genetic code of
amino acid sequences. Based on these information, we provided a novel protein mapping method via Fibonacci
numbers. As the digit value increased, Fibonacci numbers increased, thus we had to decrease the dimension of
these values. Therefore, we applied hash table to reduce the size of numbers and combined these two approaches
to provide mapping method. In addition, we developed four kinds of recurrent neural network models in four
different scenarios to elicit the generation and selection of features manually. In our paper, protein sequences
were encoded with several mapping methods including Atchley factors, binary one-hot encoding, CPNR, EIIP,
BLOSUM62, PAM250, hydrophobicity, and randomly encoded. After, each encoded sequences were used as an
input for both recurrent neural networks. The performance of both encoding modules and classification models
were evaluated with accuracy, precision, recall, f1-score, and AUC scores. The experimental results proved that
our method is effective as state-of-art methods. With RNN classification, the best results were obtained from
the proposed FIBHASH method with an accuracy of 57%, and an AUC score of 0.67. Yet AUC score was lower
than 0.70, means that the RNN classifier did not perform well for both protein mapping methods. In the second
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Figure 3. AUC scores of each protein mapping methods.
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scenario, we developed LSTM model to determine the protein families. The accuracy and AUC scores were
increased with this model, and we obtained 69.47% accuracy, and 0.83 AUC score with the proposed method.
These results are acceptable since the AUC score is higher than 0.70. Yet, the best classification accuracy and
AUC score were obtained with CPNR with an accuracy of 73.93%, and 0.86 AUC score. Although the proposed
method did not perform best, we can say that it is at least as effective as CPNR. Due to some disadvantages
of RNN and LSTM models, we used BRNN, and BLSTM in the third and fourth scenario, respectively. In the
third scenario, the proposed method reached the best AUC score (0.90) indicating that the proposed method
has an excellent testing performance. In addition, all AUC scores of all protein mapping methods were higher
than 0.70, therefore we considered that the BRNN was successful. Among other scenarios, we achieved the best
evaluation criteria in the fourth scenario for all mapping methods. In this scenario, nearly all of the protein
mapping methods reached the excellent AUC scores. Yet, the best performance was obtained from the proposed
FIBHASH method with an accuracy of 92.77%, and AUC score of 0.98. At the end of the study, it was observed
that the proposed method is at least as effective as other methods and even more successful in some cases. Also,
the proposed method may be applied effectively;

• In determining the protein functions,

• In drug therapy and drug development studies,

• In identification and classification of protein families,

• In phylogenetic analysis studies,

• In determining viral-host protein interactions.

In the future studies, the proposed method will be used and tested on mentioned different protein studies.
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